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In 1968 Robin Morgan and a troupe of feminists stormed into and dis-
rupted the smooth proceedings of the Miss America beauty pageant in
Atlantic City by crowning live sheep as Miss America(s) and throwing
hair curlers, false eyelashes, bras, and girdles into the Freedom Trashcan.1

Although no bras were actually burned, this assault on one of the clear-
est symbols of gender differentiation incited the media to portray femi-
nist activists as crazed “bra burners” and to dismiss their anger as sexual
frustration.2 Undaunted, feminist activists of the early 1970s stepped up
their struggle to gain control of women’s bodies and women’s lives not
only through changes to legislation and medical practice, but also, as the
invasion of the Miss America pageant demonstrated, by addressing how
the dynamics of sexual hierarchy were played out within the symbolic
and ideological structures of cultural representation.
By the early 1970s, a feminist consciousness had begun to spread per-

vasively throughout the art world as well, precipitating a confrontation
with established values whose long-term effects are still felt today. Al-
though women artists, critics, and historians reassessed and challenged
the underlying and unspoken assumptions about gender, sexuality, and
creativity in a wide variety of ways, this new feminist consciousness
found one of its most distinctive manifestations in North America in the
practice of performance art. Indeed, the relationship between feminism
and performance art since the 1970s has become so inextricably linked
that it is inconceivable to speak of one without reference to the other.
The central argument of this book is that feminist performance played a
decisive role in negotiating a new relationship between art and politics
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by bringing about what feminist scholar Janet Wolff has called
“the contestation of the social arrangements of gender” through cul-
tural intervention.3

One common objective of this contestation was simply to achieve
professional recognition, an accomplishment that had previously been
denied to all but a few “exceptional” women artists. But if gaining
entry into the art world was a precondition to engaging in a discourse
on feminist concerns, this did not mean that all women artists who
sought professional recognition did so on the basis of making feminist
claims for their work. Indeed, some women at the time were ambiva-
lent or even hostile to the idea that gender has anything to do with art
making. Others took the view that the very fact of their being women
would make their work self-evidently different from that of their male
peers. These ideas persist today, especially among some younger women
who feel that, at best, feminism has accomplished its objectives and
that, at worst, feminism conveys an unfashionably negative context for
the reading of their work. In the words of Canadian artist Charmaine
Wheatley, who has recently achieved some notoriety for her impromptu
striptease performances in commercial strip clubs: “We make work from
our own perspectives and naturally gender and cultural background
affects the way we see things, but I get bored when people start off talk-
ing about feminist politics when looking at my work. It’s disappointing,
insulting and feels like a rejection or an unwillingness to really connect
or understand the ideas I am sharing with the audience.”4

As Wheatley’s remarks make clear, not all art by women is feminist
art, nor do all women consider themselves feminists, nor, for that mat-
ter, does making art from a feminine point of view necessarily result in
feminist art. This book operates on the premise that feminist art is by
definition political. I concur with Rosi Braidotti that feminism is “the
movement that struggles to change the values attributed to and the rep-
resentations made of women in the longer historical time of patriarchal
history (Woman) as well as in the deeper time of one’s own identity.”5

I concur also with theatre historian and theorist Janelle Reinelt, who
wrote: “Feminism must be defined with a political edge; its application
to performance is and must be a political act.”6 This book examines
feminist art as that which manifests the conscious intention of remedy-
ing the effects and conditions of sexism in our culture. It is therefore
not a study of performance art made by women but rather a study of
the work of those women who used performance to bring an awareness
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of feminist concerns to the practice of art making, thus explicitly pro-
posing the idea that art could be a form of political practice.
The idea that art could be political was in itself a radical concept in

the late 1960s and into the 1970s because the art world was still dom-
inated by the belief that the purpose of art was either to transcend or
to provide an alternative to the crude exigencies of social struggle and
political strife. It was a time, in other words, when the critical align-
ment between art and politics that had catalyzed the historical avant-
gardes of the early twentieth century no longer had currency. But as
women began to consider the implications of the feminist axiom that
“the personal is political,” they realized that no aspect of life, art in-
cluded, is exempt from politics. They began to see the claim that art
was a “neutral” aesthetic field uncorrupted by politics as an ideological
device with which to maintain the status quo both within and beyond
the art world. In challenging these ideas, feminism has played an instru-
mental role in forcing the contemporary art world into an awareness of
how its premises of autonomy and neutrality conceal assumptions of
power and authority. The foundations for and the beginnings of this
process are outlined in chapter 1, which examines the development of
radical politics in North America in the 1960s and the questions that
began to arise in the art world, as the social crises deepened around
1970, about whether art and artists had political responsibilities. In
contrast to the widespread ambivalence expressed over these questions,
the emergence of feminism in the art world at this historical moment
led to a new understanding of the political and of how the art world
was in itself already political. From the conventional Leftist focus on
classes and masses, feminism shifted the focus to a concept of the po-
litical as emerging from and merging with the personal. In this way,
feminist artists enabled the kind of direct engagement between art and
the politics of everyday life that had seemed so daunting to their male
peers at the time.
Chapter 2 addresses the origins and development of early feminist

art. It considers the conditions under which a feminist consciousness
began to emerge in the art world and the strategies devised by women
artists to change their circumstances. These strategies operated both at
the level of activism, through the establishment of feminist communities,
organizations, and pedagogy, and at the level of ideology, through criti-
cal engagements with the values, precepts, and ideals that then prevailed
in both art and society. As practitioners in a visual field, these artists were
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particularly attuned to the role of representation in maintaining ideolog-
ical attitudes that denigrated women or excluded women’s experiences
as having any relevance to the professional and public practice of art.
The significance of this point cannot be underestimated, for, as Simone
de Beauvoir said, “Representation of the world, like the world itself, is
the work of men; they describe it from their own point of view, which
they confuse with the absolute truth.”7 As a form of representation, art,
like verbal language, is not a neutral vehicle for the expression of preex-
istent meanings but rather a system of signs through which meaning is
produced, received, and negotiated. This chapter addresses the question
of why performance was the method of representation used so frequent-
ly by feminist artists in their efforts to renegotiate their relationship with
the world. Many explanations have been offered for why performance
by women became so distinctive as a feminist practice, but one of the
most salient was formulated by feminist art critic Lucy Lippard in 1976:
“When women use their own bodies in their art work, they are using
their selves; a significant psychological factor converts these bodies or
faces from object to subject.”8

The distinction Lippard made between women as objects and sub-
jects is elaborated upon in chapter 3, which focuses on how early fem-
inism defined its political objectives and on how these objectives were
articulated in early feminist performance art. It begins by examining
how the initial project of “second wave” feminism attempted to ac-
count for the basis of female subordination by theorizing the concept
of sexual difference.9 Since women had not been omitted accidentally
from participation in patriarchal discourse and culture, feminist analy-
sis addressed the question of how difference functioned to maintain and
justify social hierarchy along sex/gender lines. And once sexual differ-
ence became the basis for understanding what made women’s experi-
ences distinct from men’s, this difference also became the “essence”
that united women in their struggle for emancipation. By surveying the
work of de Beauvoir with reference to more recent theoretical thought,
this chapter will address the complex debates that have ensued regard-
ing the question of who constitutes the “subject” of feminist emancipa-
tion. While many early feminist performance artists produced work that
sought to discover the “true” femininity that lay concealed behind the
oppressive façade of patriarchal culture – a topic explored in this chap-
ter through works that aligned femininity with the body, nature, and
spirituality – such ideas have subsequently been repudiated not only
for naively presuming that bad images of women could simply be re-
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placed by good ones, but also for being insensible to the differences
that exist between and among women. Although feminists in the 1980s
and 1990s have made valuable and necessary critiques of such essen-
tialist thinking, the tendency to categorize all 1970s practice under this
rubric has come to have a deleterious effect on our understanding of
early feminist art and politics. As I argue in this chapter, a strategic
form of essentialism was necessary at the time in order to develop fem-
inism as a political practice with which a wide spectrum of women could
identify. At the same time, however, I argue that it is wrong to construe
all 1970s feminist practice as monolithically essentialist and to dismiss
it wholesale on this basis.
The fallacies underlying such assumptions about 1970s feminist art

are addressed in the subsequent three chapters, which link the activities
and approaches of artists in the 1970s to those of artists working in the
1980s, the 1990s, and the present. In order to underscore the many con-
tinuities between early and later feminist art, these three chapters follow
a thematic organization that nevertheless allows for the presentation of
this body of work within its changing historical and theoretical contexts.
These chapters identify the principal concerns preoccupying feminist
artists during these years and examine the approaches and methods used
to enact these concerns in performance. Chapter 4 considers the role of
language-based forms in feminist performance. Although the existing lit-
erature on feminist performance has tended to prioritize work centred on
the actions or images of the body, the widespread use of autobiographi-
cal and narrative structures documented in this chapter provides clear
evidence of how significant these strategies of storytelling were for the ar-
ticulation of how the personal was indeed political. Chapter 5 addresses
the theoretical concept of “performativity” and traces how it was mani-
fest in feminist explorations of roles and transformations from the 1970s
through to the present. This chapter addresses how the formations of
identity, agency, and subjectivity were interrogated not only at a personal
level, but also in relation to social codes and structures. The final chap-
ter takes up the theme of the body and its representations, which is al-
luded to throughout the book but examined here in more depth and
detail in relation to how women’s bodies have been an embattled terrain
over which feminist artists have struggled to gain control. This chapter
examines how feminist performance artists contested long-standing as-
sumptions about the hierarchical relations between sexuality and creative
agency, how they generated transgressive strategies of resistance to both
aesthetic and social discriminatory conventions, and how they asserted
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their own embodied particularities within social and cultural discourse.
It concludes with some provisional explanations of how and why femi-
nist performance continues to be both relevant and challenging to con-
temporary art practice.
Some final notes must be made regarding how performance art has

been addressed in the literature and how it is defined for the purposes
of this study. As historian Roselee Goldberg has observed in her survey
Performance Art from Futurism to the Present, performance art is an
extremely permissive, open-ended, and anarchic medium that “defies
precise or easy definition beyond the simple declaration that it is live art
by artists.”10 Although this permissiveness and resistance to definition
that has always characterized performance art is reflected in the liberal
scope of the literature on the subject, this literature does tend to fall
into three broad, albeit sometimes overlapping, categories.11

One category comprises the literature generally preoccupied with the
ontological status of performance. On the one hand, there are studies that
regard performance art as a strategy for undermining art’s traditional
prioritizing of painting and sculpture. This approach addresses the rela-
tionship between performance and the objects or quasi-objects it uses
or produces as the residual trace of an ephemeral event, as seen in Henry
Sayre’s 1989 book The Object of Performance: The American Avant-
Garde since 1970 and in two major exhibition catalogues from the
1990s: Outside the Frame: Performance and the Object, A Survey His-
tory of Performance Art in the USA since 1970 andOut of Actions: Be-
tween Performance and the Object, 1949–1979.12 On the other hand,
there are studies explicitly concerned with performance art’s ephemer-
alness, although these studies tend to part ways around questions of
“liveness,” presence, and absence. For example, some early accounts of
performance, such as those by Ira Licht, Rosemary Mayer, and Cindy
Nemser, asserted that its unique quality is its ability to do away with
objects and other intermediary devices so that the “presence” of the
artist/performer is fully apprehensible to the audience.13More recently,
Peggy Phelan’s book Unmarked: The Politics of Performance has simi-
larly insisted upon the liveness of performance, but she argues that
what this more precisely offers is evidence of lack or loss of presence
because the transitory nature of performance undermines any secure re-
lation between subjectivity and the body. Phelan also argues that per-
formance cannot be saved, recorded, or documented without betraying
“the promise of its own ontology” and thus relinquishing its politics as
a form of resistance to the economies of reproduction.14 Other theorists
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and historians have argued, however, that ontological priority cannot
be given to the live event. Kathy O’Dell and Amelia Jones, for example,
have addressed the role of representation and documentation in per-
formance, while Philip Auslander and AnneWagner have examined how
the “rhetoric of presence” in performance is constructed in relation to
anxiety about “mediatization.”15 This debate over liveness and docu-
mentation continues today, as seen in Catherine Elwes’s article in the
March 2004 issue of Third Text.16

While overlapping somewhat with these ontological approaches, an-
other category of literature on performance art takes the body as its
focus and examines how it operates in performance as a form of artis-
tic language that “speaks” about ideas or experiences not by embodying
them in objects but by communicating them to audiences either direct-
ly or by means of documentation of the event or action. This approach
primarily addresses performance art that interrogates questions of sub-
jectivity, identity, and social relations as they are marked on or enacted
by bodies as metaphors for psychic, cultural, and institutional codes and
signifiers. Studies in this vein would include Phelan’s book discussed
above as well as such studies as Lea Vergine’s Il corpo come linguaggio
(1974) and, in the late 1990s, Kathy O’Dell’s Contract with the Skin,
Amelia Jones’s Body Art: Performing the Subject, and Rebecca Schnei-
der’s The Explicit Body in Performance.17

A third category of literature on performance art encompasses stud-
ies of feminist performance. Again there is some overlap here because
several of the books already mentioned are largely (Phelan, Jones) or
wholly (Schneider) focused on feminist performance. But apart from
these studies and Moira Roth’s The Amazing Decade: Women and Per-
formance Art in America, 1970–1980, most of the literature on femi-
nist performance has been in the form of journal articles or essays in
anthologies, exhibition catalogues, and books on feminist art as a whole.18

In addition to studies of feminist performance as an art practice, many
studies also examine its role from the perspective of either theatre or
its more inclusive corollary, “performance studies.”19 The feminist re-
search that has been done in theatre and performance studies includes
important texts by Jill Dolan, Elin Diamond, Janelle Reinelt, Kate Davy,
Sue-Ellen Case, Lynda Hart, and others, including Phelan and Schneider.20

This body of work, much of which has informed this current study, ad-
dresses a number of concerns and preoccupations that are shared by
feminist performers working in art and theatre contexts, such as ques-
tions of identity and subjectivity, embodiment and representation,
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role-playing and authorial agency, and spectatorship and relation to
audience.
Notwithstanding these shared concerns and the blurring of bound-

aries that has occurred in the last forty years or so with respect to disci-
plines and categories in the arts, performance has taken shape as a
distinctive practice within the visual arts and thus differs from perform-
ance in the context either of theatre or of productions within the domain
of performance studies. For one thing, performance in the visual arts has
its own history, models, theories, and debates, dating back at least to
Jackson Pollock’s “action paintings” of the late 1940s and including
Allan Kaprow’s important assessment of their legacy in the 1950s as
well as Michael Fried’s defence of Modernism against the “theatricali-
ty” of Minimalism in the late 1960s.21 For another thing, most artists
who do performance also produce other kinds of visual art and iden-
tify themselves as visual artists.22 Finally, the venues that support or
show their work tend to be art galleries, and the critics and historians
who write about their work tend to be art critics and historians, as in-
deed is the case in most of the studies cited so far, the only exceptions
being those by Phelan and Schneider. By contrast, those who write from
a performance-studies perspective generally exclude art-based perfor-
mance, focusing instead on work produced within the context of exper-
imental theatre, especially in New York.
The scope of this study, therefore, is restricted to those forms of fem-

inist performance that have responded and contributed to the discourse
of performance as a practice within the visual arts. The definition of
performance art is expanded here beyond Goldberg’s conception of it
as “live art by artists” to include not only live performance done either for
an art audience or for a nonart public, but also private performances
documented through photographs or written accounts, certain photo-
graphic works that incorporate an aspect of performative self-display,
and numerous video tapes, some of which were documents of live per-
formance and some of which were produced as video tapes in their own
right. Generally speaking, the primary criterion used for determining
whether or not a given work would be considered here is whether the
artist engaged in some form of performative action, pose, gesture, or
event. This book examines feminist art and is written from a feminist
perspective; just as feminist art has worked to bring about historical
change for women, the overarching intent of this book is to bring about
change in the way we see and understand history.

10 Introduction



R A D I C A L P O L I T I C S I N T H E 1 9 6 0 S

The spectacular disruption of the Miss America pageant by Robin
Morgan and her feminist cohort was only one of a series of events that
marked 1968 as a year of unrelenting social crisis and turmoil. After the
military disaster of the Tet Offensive in February, the American public
and government were divided as never before about whether to end their
role in Vietnam. President Lyndon B. Johnson’s announcement, on 31
March, that he would not seek nomination for a second term led to a
brief relaxing of antiwar protests. Then, on 4 April, Martin Luther King
was assassinated in Memphis, and any lingering commitment to nonvi-
olent resistance within the civil rights movement seemed to go to the
grave with him. Rioting broke out across American cities, and three
weeks later came the student occupation of Columbia University, events
to which the police and National Guard responded with ferocious vi-
olence. Europe also erupted in May, most famously in the événements in
Paris, where students were joined on the barricades by artists, actors,
writers, and filmmakers, as well as by workers who launched a general
strike that almost brought down the de Gaulle government. The rebellion
spread quickly through Western Europe and into Communist Poland,
Czechoslovakia, and Yugoslavia, only to be put down by the onslaught
of Soviet tanks and guns.1

Over the summer, the situation worsened in the United States. After
presidential candidate Robert Kennedy’s assassination on 5 June, and
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with no end to the war in sight, the protest movement’s pent up frus-
tration was destined to be unleashed at the Democratic Convention in
Chicago in August. Fearing a reprise of the Paris uprising on his own
turf, Mayor Richard Daley called in a force of twelve thousand Chica-
go police, five to six thousand National Guardsmen, and six thousand
US Army troops. From 25–30 August, Chicago exploded in a clash of
billy clubs, Molotov cocktails, rocks, tear gas, Mace, and rifle butts,
with much of the mayhem caught by television cameras. The appalling
violence shocked the politicians, journalists, and public, who generally
saw Daley’s security forces as most culpable. Many in the antiwar move-
ment were also repelled by the Chicago debacle, and they saw the pres-
idential election of Richard Nixon in November as certain to prolong
America’s involvement in Vietnam and thus the social strife at home.
Throughout the turbulent years from 1968 to 1970, the antiwar and

antiracist protests continued, and membership in the Students for a
Democratic Society (sds) swelled. But even though the protestors some-
times numbered in the millions and included all manner of citizens, not
just student radicals, Nixon’s policy of “Vietnamization” proceeded
apace.2 With the bloodshed continuing in the face of such widespread
protest and despite such economic and human cost, it seemed more and
more evident that the war was not just a misguided mistake, but also a
symptom of a profoundly corrupt system. For several militant new groups
emerging from within the sds, the main organization of the New Left,
the only solution was full-scale revolution. The most extreme faction
was the Weather Underground Organization. Its slogan “Bring the war
home!” was given ironic meaning on 6March 1970 when several mem-
bers blew themselves up manufacturing pipe bombs in a New York
townhouse.3

For those in the New Left committed to change by political rather
than violent means, this event was the culmination of a deepening sense
of moral collapse. It forced them to confront a dilemma that went to
the core of the student movement. This movement, which comprised
the first generation affluent enough to hone its socially critical faculties
en masse at universities, had begun its struggle by fighting on behalf of
oppressed others. Advocating revolution seemed to offer a way to as-
suage liberal guilt by transforming it into radical action. But, as Todd
Gitlin has noted in his political memoir of this period, there was no rev-
olutionary crisis in America. It would have to be manufactured “from
on high” by privileged intellectuals.4 And with groups like the Weather
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Underground commandeering its vanguard, the inevitable outcome
could be only further isolation from any potential or credible allies –
for example, the working-class multitudes. Although the student move-
ment continued to participate in antiwar protests into the early 1970s,
its larger goal of building a great new society had proved unattainable.
The sense of defeat and betrayal – from within and without – was bit-
ter and profound.
The essential problem faced by the New Left was that its vision of

the collective good was, with the exception of the antiwar protest,
which engendered widespread sympathy, utterly irreconcilable with the
interests of the vast majority of Americans. In this sense, the roots of its
political failure are as old and familiar as the origins of socialism itself
and its utopian ideals. By positing any given model of the “good soci-
ety” as the common objective, the Left has all too often disregarded
inevitable divergences of outlooks and values among different social
groups and thus confused “rowing with steering.”5 Concomitant with
this, the New Left faced the additional dilemma that it imagined itself
to be the instrument of change, while disparaging itself, as Gitlin wrote,
for not being “the real instrument of change.”6

The anguish and frustration over the inability to bring about sub-
stantial social change was not confined to those groups directly in-
volved in activist politics. The heightened awareness that resulted from
the political protests and debates of the 1960s had also led many
artists to confront complex questions about the position of art within
the relationship between culture and democracy. It had forced artists
to reconsider existing assumptions about the function of art within a
society and the role it played in sustaining the status quo through what
Edward Said has called the “twinning of power and legitimacy,”
whereby one force obtains “in the world of direct domination, the
other in the cultural sphere.”7 As this book will discuss, the rethinking
of the relationship between culture, power, and politics by women and
other new social groups would eventually have deep reverberations for
art practice in the following decades. But those artists grappling with the
question of political responsibility in the late 1960s and early 1970s
first had to face the conundrum that, as Jonathan Harris put it, “fine
or ‘high’ art could not be mobilized within the re-politicized conjunc-
ture of 1968.”8 The reasons for this conundrum and how artists came
to terms with it (or did not) require some further elaboration.
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T H E Q U E S T I O N O F A R T A N D P O L I T I C A L R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y

American artists had spoken out against the war since the mid-1960s.
On 27 June 1965 a full-page ad appeared in the New York Times with
the headline “End Your Silence.” It included a lengthy antiwar state-
ment and the signatures of five hundred artists.9 A few artists also made
the war the subject of their work, as seen in James Rosenquist’s F-111
(1965), May Stevens’s Big Daddy Paper Doll (1968), and Nancy Spero’s
War Series (1967), while Andy Warhol’s Red Race Riot (1963) and
Robert Indiana’s Alabama (1965) had touched upon the problem of
racism. In addition to fundraising, the art community made two other
major contributions to the antiwar effort: the Peace Tower, built in Los
Angeles in 1966; and the Angry Arts Week, organized in New York in
1967 (and repeated in Boston and Philadelphia), which featured the
Collage of Indignation at New York University’s Loeb Student Center.
Artists also planned a boycott of Chicago art galleries after the fiasco
at the Democratic Convention there in August 1968 but were persuad-
ed by dealer Richard Feigen (whose schedule now had a gaping hole in
October due to Claes Oldenburg’s withdrawal) to do a show of protest
art instead. Of those who participated, very few dealt directly with the
issue of Mayor Daley’s sanctioning of police brutality at the conven-
tion, and many simply submitted works in their usual style.10 In the
spring of 1969, a new organization called the Art Workers’ Coalition
(awc) organized a demonstration at theMuseum ofModern Art (moma),
but its purpose was to demand changes in museum policy rather than
to protest the war.11

There is no question that many artists felt the kind of anger and
shame about the situation in America that had fuelled the radical stu-
dent movement. As the crises deepened toward the end of the decade,
the question of whether and how artists might respond took on an in-
creased urgency, but there was no clear consensus. Some artists, like Sol
LeWitt, categorically denied that any art with political content could be
significant as art: “I do not think that I know of any art of painting or
of sculpture that has any kind of real significance in terms of political
content, and when it does try to have that, the result is pretty embar-
rassing.”12 In the same 1968 article inMetro, Don Judd maintained that
anti-hierarchical and unconventional art could have political implica-
tions by resisting America’s dominant values and social structures.
Allan Kaprow, creator of the performance mode known as Happenings,
felt that such performative events could adopt the strategies of political
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protest, but he did not think that art should serve specific political caus-
es. Nevertheless, his ambivalence was poignant in that he also spoke of
his “anguish and helplessness knowing that we cannot directly affect
the course of politics.”13

After the turmoil of the next two years, culminating in the May 1970
police shootings at Kent State and Jackson State Universities of students
protesting the US invasion of Cambodia, the situation seemed dire.
In January 1970 the awc had produced a poster protesting the My Lai
massacre. After the moma, who had agreed to distribute the poster,
withdrew its support, the awc organized two demonstrations in front
of Picasso’s Guernica in the moma.14 On 22 May, Robert Morris and
Poppy Johnson led an Art Strike against the Museum of Metropolitan
Art, demanding that it close for a day in protest of the atrocities earli-
er that month. By the fall, the editors of Artforum had come to feel that
the question of art and political responsibility was significant enough to
be featured in the pages of this major art magazine. In the September
1970 issue, they published “The Artist and Politics: A Symposium,”
which included the following statement, along with responses from
twelve artists:

A growing number of artists have begun to feel the need to respond to the
deepening political crisis in America. Among these artists, however, there are
serious differences concerning their relations to direct political actions. Many
feel that the political implications of their work constitute the most profound
political action they can take. Others, not denying this, continue to feel the
need for an immediate, direct political commitment. Still others feel that their
work is devoid of political meaning and that their political lives are unrelated
to their art. What is your position regarding the kinds of political action that
should be taken by artists?15

Among the respondents who felt that art and politics should not mix
were artists as diverse as Walter Darby Bannard – a confirmed Mod-
ernist and old friend of Clement Greenberg – and Lawrence Weiner,
who was then on the cutting edge of Conceptual art. Bannard said:
“Political things should not affect the making of art because political
activity and art-making have never mixed to art’s advantage, and my
guess is that most artists are better off out of politics.”16 Weiner was
just as adamant: “So-called Art whose original intent and most often
content is political or social does not concern me as an Artist. They are
for me only varied forms of sociological propaganda.”17 Ed Ruscha’s
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position was similar: “I have excluded political science from my pro-
gram … I isolate myself and my work continues smoothly with no in-
volvement in any issue. As an American citizen though I have no trouble
seeing how bad things are … [yet] I don’t think an artist can do much
for any cause by using his art as a weapon.”18 Robert Smithson was per-
haps the most eloquent in expressing contempt for what many regarded
as an utterly corrupt “system”: “My ‘position’ is one of sinking into an
awareness of global squalor and futility. The rat of politics always gnaws
at the cheese of art. The trap is set. If there’s an original curse, then pol-
itics has something to do with it. Direct political action becomes a mat-
ter of trying to pick poison out of boiling stew … The political system
that now controls the world on every level should be denied by art.”19

Smithson’s advocacy of denial should not, however, be seen as an
abandonment of politics. Like the other artists associated with Mini-
malism, his work was informed by strategies of refusal and negation.
On one level, the Minimalists’ “blank form,” seriality, industrial ma-
terials, and so on were clearly intended as critical refusals of the
aesthetic ideals of postwar Modernism (figs 1.1 and 1.2).20 Certainly,
Minimalism irritated Modernists like Michael Fried, who mounted a
sustained and cogent attack against Minimalism in his 1967 essay “Art
and Objecthood.”21 But on another level, the Minimalists’ antagonism
was also toward the larger social sphere, with whose values they saw
Modernism aligned. As Minimalist artist Robert Morris wrote in “Notes
on Sculpture,” which appeared in the same issue of Artforum as Fried’s
essay: “Such work [Minimalism] … would seem to have a few social
implications, none of which are negative. Such work would undoubt-
edly be boring to those who long for access to an exclusive specialness,
the experience of which reassures their superior position.”22 Morris’s
inference here is that Modernism had become identified as both a symp-
tom and a legitimatization of the orthodoxy and hierarchical authority
of the “Establishment.” As the Minimalists saw it, Modernism’s elitist
aesthetic priorities impeded the formulation of an art practice capable
of engaging with the disturbing social and political realities of the peri-
od. Even more insidiously, it served as a means by which these realities
could continue to be repressed by supporting the status quo in both art
and the larger society. The Minimalists’ goal was both to expose this
complicity and to invest their own work with connotations that linked
it to those larger social and political realities.
In the Artforum symposium, this sense of political commitment among

the Minimalists was clearly evident, as in Carl Andre’s terse statement,
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“Silence is assent.”23 Jo Baer was also unequivocal: “I think the time for
political action by artists is now … and should be taken in the art world
and in the world at large. Political action need not inhibit art-making;
the two activities are dissimilar, not incompatible. In fact all art is even-
tually political. As the carrier of esthetic experience, art is a powerful ef-
fector of choice and action.” But as for the question of how this
commitment could be made evident in art, she could only refer allusive-
ly, as Morris had done, to the way materials and formal arrangements
could have “political implications that bear on the sovereignty of the
subject and the nature and ramifications of self-determination.”24 In his
statement, Don Judd said that his own work, which he made from a po-
sition of “opposition and isolation,” also had such implications. But
by also observing that “one reason for the popularity of American art is
that the museums and collectors didn’t understand it enough to realize
that it was against much in society,” Judd was admitting that whatever
political meaning its creators ascribed to such implications went largely
unnoticed by those who held financial and administrative power in the
art world.25 In making this admission, Judd effectively put his finger on
the crux of the problem facing artists who were concerned with recon-
ciling vanguard art practice with political responsibility.
Part of this problem was how the legacy of the avant-garde had been

reconceived in postwar American art. The most important text to have
articulated a theory of the avant-garde in this context was Clement
Greenberg’s “Avant-Garde and Kitsch,” first published in 1939.26 The
thesis of “Avant-Garde and Kitsch” was that art should adopt a posi-
tion of critical detachment in order to avoid being the instrument of
either partisan politics or capitalist corruption. When Greenberg first
wrote his essay, he was responding to the conditions of the 1930s, when
he saw art being absorbed, on the one side, into the tendentious poli-
tics of the period and displaced, on the other, by the popularity of mass-
cultural forms. For Greenberg, both these debased forms of culture were
kitsch, and they served together as a corrupt ideological ploy to manip-
ulate the masses. At the time, Greenberg was writing from a political
position on the Left, and the main point of his essay was that ambi-
tious, avant-garde art must be preserved so that it might survive into
that time when a new socialist culture had arrived.
In effect, what Greenberg argued was that art must retain its auton-

omy in order both to preserve itself and to maintain its ability to func-
tion as a form of critical practice. During the Cold War tensions of the
late 1940s and 1950s, however, Greenberg, like many intellectuals at
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the time, abandoned his commitments to the Left and became a booster
of American culture.27 Over time, his notion of autonomy as a strate-
gy for critical resistance eventually gave way to a neo-Kantian model
of “disinterested” aesthetic discrimination as an end in itself. In his
Critique of Judgment (1790), Immanuel Kant had set out the aes-
thetic principle that, in order for art to be of universal significance, it
must be detached from the contingencies of life. As Kant put it,
“The delight which determines the judgment of taste is independent
of all interest,” meaning that judgments must not be affected by any
motivation that is not strictly aesthetic.28 In 1961 Greenberg, who
had by then become perhaps the best known American art critic, ex-
punged the original allusions to socialism when he republished “Avant-
Garde and Kitsch” as the opening essay to his book Art and Culture.29

That same year, he also published “Modernist Painting,” a key essay
articulating his Kantian ideals. Greenberg asserted here that art must
be “self-critical,” a practice by which each given art form must estab-

1.1 Carl Andre. Lever, 1966. 137 firebricks,
11.4 x 22.5 x 883.9 cm assembled; brick:
11.4 x 22.5 x 6.4 cm each. National Gallery
of Canada, Ottawa.
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lish its own “characteristic methods” by eliminating any and all ef-
fects borrowed from other art forms so as “to entrench it more firm-
ly in its area of competence.”30

Although Greenberg’s increasingly prescriptive, formalist, neo-Kant-
ian views did not hold complete sway over the art world in the 1950s and
1960s, as indicated by the emergence of such countervailing practices as
neo-Dada, Pop, Fluxus, and especially Minimalism, none of these art
forms really challenged the essential principle that art should remain au-
tonomous and apart from the contingencies of social life and politics. For
this reason, when the German critic Peter Bürger published his seminal
book, Theory of the Avant-Garde, in 1974, he was critical of such prac-
tices. Bürger’s view of the avant-garde was very different from Green-
berg’s. Whereas Greenberg – like Renato Poggioli, who had also written
about the avant-garde in 1968 – saw the avant-garde as constituting a re-
sistance to convention and orthodoxy by means of innovative and exper-
imental forms, Bürger defined the avant-garde in relation to its social
role.31 Bürger argued that the Aestheticist movements of the late nine-
teenth century, with their dedication to “art for art’s sake,” represented
the apogee of autonomous art within modern bourgeois culture. This au-
tonomy effectively relegated art to isolation within its own institutional
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sphere, and this “apartness from the praxis of life” was itself an admis-
sion of art’s inability to have any transformative social role. As Bürger
argued, the historical avant-garde movements of Futurism, Construc-
tivism, Dadaism, and Surrealism recognized this problem and set out
to destroy the autonomy and institutional isolation of art by “reinte-
grating art into the life process.” Bürger acknowledged both that this
was a risky endeavour because it could result in the loss of critical dis-
tance and that, ultimately, “the political intentions of the avant-garde
movements (reorganization of the praxis of life through art) were never
realized.” For Bürger, this failure was particularly tragic because, when
postwar artists resumed the use of avant-garde techniques and strate-
gies, they did so without avant-garde intentions. This rendered them
merely a “neo-avant-garde”: “[T]he neo-avant-garde institutionalizes
the avant-garde as art and thus negates genuinely avant-gardiste inten-
tions … [since it] is autonomous art in the full sense of the term, which
means that it negates the avant-gardiste intention of returning art to
the praxis of life.”32

Although Bürger’s text remains pivotal for discussions of both the
historical and the “neo” avant-gardes, it has not gone unchallenged.
Benjamin Buchloh, for example, contested Bürger’s foundational prem-
ise that the goal of the historical avant-garde was to destroy the insti-
tution of art. Buchloh thus negates this premise as a valid critique of the
postwar neo-avant-garde artists. In Buchloh’s view, all avant-garde
practice should be defined as a continually renewed struggle over the
definition of cultural meaning, the discovery and representation of new
audiences, and the development of strategies to counteract and resist
the tendency of the ideological apparatuses of the culture industry to
occupy and control the spaces of practice and representation.33 Hal
Foster similarly defended the postwar neo-avant-garde artists by argu-
ing that they did not merely repeat the historical avant-garde’s goals
and strategies as hollowed out aesthetic gestures. Foster argued, for
example, that the neo-avant-garde did not invert or abandon the cri-
tique of the institution of art but instead worked to extend it in order
to reveal its operations. He added further that the neo-avant-garde ad-
dressed the relationship between art and the praxis of life not by col-
lapsing the two but rather by testing the conventions of each with
reference to the conventions of the other – that is, by testing the limits
of art in relation to the commodity and industrial forms of bourgeois
capitalism within the specific context of the postwar period.34 These are
persuasive arguments that point to the need for new narratives of the
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history and theory of the avant-garde, but as revisions of Bürger’s the-
ory, they still do not account for two important factors upon which rest
the central premises of the present study.
First, the neo-avant-garde’s focus on the institution of art, combined

with the lingering residue of the Modernist demand for artistic auton-
omy, meant that there was no tangible context in which to envision a
practice that was aesthetically ambitious while also being socially or
politically engaged. This was precisely the situation Judd referred to in
the Artforum symposium by way of explaining his isolation as an artist
from the political crises of the day: “Part of the reason for my isolation
was the incapacity to deal with it all, in any way, and also work. Part
was that recent art had occurred outside of most of the society. Unlike
now, very few people were opposed to anything, none my age that I
knew.”35 Second, as artists endeavoured to move out of this isolation,
they confronted the other part of the problem identified above by Judd.
That is, however much the postwar neo-avant-garde artists challenged
the status quo of Modernist cultural authority by engaging with the
everyday objects and industrial procedures of late capitalism, the fact
that they did so primarily by making aesthetic refusals and negations in
a highly specialized formal language meant that the constituency to whom
such strategies were legible as having “political implications” was re-
stricted to art world insiders, and as Judd said, was even invisible to many
museums and collectors. Moreover, in their discussion of Minimalism’s
strategies of aesthetic negation, Charles Harrison and Paul Wood noted
that, “far from being ‘meaningless,’ strips of felt or piles of industrial
waste may come to ‘mean’ anything – and who is to say?”36 Given this,
it is not surprising to learn that Judd, although advocating that all
artists should be politically involved, ultimately conceded that “art may
change things a little but not much.”37

The circumstances for Conceptual art were not markedly different.
Although Conceptualism’s purview extended beyond Minimalism’s pre-
occupation with challenging the prevailing modes of production – to
the extent that Conceptualism aimed instead to undermine the author-
ity of the entire institutional apparatus in which art was displayed, re-
ceived, and commodified – it, too, was restricted to an insular form of
critique. Conceptual artist Joseph Kosuth might have declared in 1975
that it was “the art of the Vietnam era,” but as Blake Stimson has
shown, Conceptual art’s claim to having finally brought radical art and
politics into convergence in the manner of the historical avant-garde
artists is ultimately untenable.38 For one thing, Conceptual art, like
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Minimalist art, was still driven largely by an Oedipal urge to kill off the
Modernist fathers.39 For another thing, far from weakening the institu-
tion of art in any fundamental way, Conceptual art effectively opened
it up to a wide new range of cheaper products; as Robert Smithson cyn-
ically commented in 1972, the art institutions were now getting “an
aesthetic bargain.”40 Finally, if self-reflexive critique was Conceptual
art’s defining strength, it was also a limitation, for as Alexander Alber-
ro has noted, it gave rise to a situation in which Conceptual art carried
“the implicit message … that art can only make meaningful statements
about itself and the systems that determine its limits.”41

Even the mode of Conceptual art known as “institutional critique,”
which sought to expose how the institutions of art were complicit with
the ideological structures that determine all aspects of social and cultur-
al experience, was constrained in its ability to reprise the engagé rela-
tionship between art and politics that had characterized the historical
avant-garde artists. Hans Haacke certainly went further than most with
works like MOMA Poll (1970) and Shapolsky et al. Manhattan Real
Estate Holdings, A Real Time Social System as of May 1, 1971 (1971),
which revealed how members of the boards and administrations of the
moma and the Guggenheim Museum were affiliated respectively with
war profiteering and slumlord housing, thus making explicit the extent
to which the art world was inherently bound up with the politics of the
real world.42 Haacke’s overt references to politics were exceptional at
this time, however, and may at least in part be accounted for by his
German background, which perhaps gave him a more immediate famil-
iarity with the political strategies and intentions of the historical Euro-
pean avant-garde artists. Most American artists were reticent to make
such direct political references in their work. Thomas Crow has attrib-
uted this reticence to the elevated “conceptual demands of advanced
art practice,” which made artists face a “stark choice … between the
demands of ‘the Movement’ and the demands of a career in art, how-
ever radically conceived.”43 For his part, Benjamin Buchloh has argued
that Conceptual art, as distinguished by “its acute sense of discursive
and institutional limitations, its self-imposed restrictions, its lack of
totalizing vision, [and] its critical devotion to the factual conditions
of artistic production and reception,” was permeated by a dystopian
“disenchantment with those political master-narratives that empow-
ered most of ’20s avant-garde art.”44 Either way, what is evident here
is a profound ambivalence about art’s capacity to bring about liberat-
ing change.
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F E M I N I S M A N D T H E R E D E F I N I N G O F P O L I T I C S

At precisely this historical moment, however, new forms of political
understanding began to enter the art world, primarily through the
agencies of the feminist and civil rights movements. Although broadly
aligned with the New Left, the emancipation struggles of these agencies
revealed the limits of class-oriented politics in accounting for how op-
pression and ideological control are embedded within all forms of so-
cial institutions – from the public sphere of the art world to the privacy
of home and family – and are experienced both socially and at the
subjective level of the individual. The feminist movement thus provided
women – and women artists – with a context in which to articulate their
individual and collective concerns within a reconceived notion of the
political. For feminist artists, this resulted most significantly in a new
conception of the relationship between art and politics. As Peggy Phelan
has observed, whereas the civil rights, New Left, student, and antiwar
movements had employed art as a form of propaganda for their politi-
cal arguments rather than as a field for the expression and exploration
of their convictions, art became for feminists “the arena for an enquiry
into both political and personal revision; art was both extraordinarily
responsive to political illumination and productive of it.”45 This meant
that, unlike their male peers, feminist artists were able to see art not as
compromised by, or in conflict with, their political goals, but indeed as
the object of them. As they sought to negotiate a new relationship be-
tween art, life, and politics, they recognized how existing aesthetic prac-
tice was itself a form of gender oppression. As a corollary to this, they
saw how art could serve as a powerful weapon for women’s emancipa-
tion struggles, both within and beyond the art world. In order to un-
derstand how such ideas became manifest within art practice, however,
it is necessary to understand their relation to the establishment of the
feminist movement as a whole.
Given that the women’s movement, in all its historical phases, was a

struggle of opposition to tradition and convention, its resurgence with-
in the milieu of the profound social upheavals generated by the radical
movements of the 1960s was perhaps inevitable. Women were involved
in activist politics in significant numbers from at least the early 1960s.
In 1960 the Voice of Women/Voix des femmes was formed in Canada
as a peace movement for the abolition of nuclear arms.46 In 1966
both the Association féminine d’éducation et d’action sociale and the
Fédération des femmes du Québec were founded, building upon the
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long tradition of women’s political involvement in Quebec that had
been established as early as the 1930s with such organizations as the
Cercles des fermières and the Union catholique des fermières.47 That
same year, the National Organization of Women (now) was founded in
the US, and the Committee on the Equality of Women in Canada was
established. Aided by pressure from Judy LaMarsh, then secretary of
state and the only female cabinet minister in the Liberal government,
the committee persuaded Prime Minister Pearson to strike the Royal
Commission on the Status of Women in February 1967.48 Over the
course of its two-year inquiry, the commission documented a sea change
from initial public ridicule to recognition of the significance of the
women’s movement across the country.49 In 1972 the National Action
Committee (nac) on the Status of Women was formed to pressure gov-
ernment to bring laws into conformity with the commission’s 167 rec-
ommendations.50

As Micheline Dumont has observed, although such organizations
had some success in achieving civic and legal rights for women, and al-
though women in the 1960s theoretically had greater choices of social
roles, the right to exercise these choices was contingent upon the pro-
viso that they first fulfilled their roles of wife and mother. Once women
had recognized that their right to self-determination only existed in
this surplus space, provided that they did not violate the “so-called
natural role of women,” it soon became clear that the real basis for the
inequities between women and men was deeply obscured within the
social order.51 Even the radical political movements of the 1960s were
not free from these inequities. As one Frenchwoman wrote in 1969,
“I was struck by the great words: liberation of peoples, liberation of
women. My liberation consists of serving him after my work while he
reads or ‘thinks.’ While I peel [épluche] the vegetables, he can read
[éplucher] at leisure – either Le Monde or works on Marxist economy.
Freedom only exists for the well-off ones and in the real world, the
well-off one is the man.”52

As American women in the sds also realized, being part of a move-
ment dedicated to egalitarian social change was no guarantee of equal
treatment or recognition of their particular concerns. Women were cer-
tainly considered vital contributors to the movement and were actively
sought out and recruited. But while their male peers were willing to treat
them respectfully at a one-to-one level, they also “subtly demoted them
to girlfriends, wives, note-takers, coffeemakers” and not so subtly
pushed them aside during public political meetings or even jeered them
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with catcalls when they attempted to raise women’s issues.53 These ten-
sions produced a sense of alienation among radical women that led in
turn to the realization that policy changes to discriminatory laws would
not in themselves alleviate the pervasive oppression they felt in both
their public and private lives. As Sara Evans wrote in her history of the
American women’s movement: “As the public and private spheres inter-
penetrated, the inherited roles proved less and less adequate as sources
of identity and self-esteem. Traditional definitions could not encompass,
explain, or help women to cope with the new realities of their lives. Thus,
only a movement that simultaneously challenged their roles in both the
home and the outside workplace could have tapped the pain and anger
of most women and moved them to action.”54

The key element of this new women’s movement was the formation
of groups that provided opportunities to discuss “personal” issues that
were seen as irrelevant to, and thus prohibited from, public and politi-
cal discourse. But as women shared stories about rape, abortion, sexu-
ality, socially prescribed roles, and female subordination, they began to
understand their discontent and anger as fundamentally political. In
Evan’s view, this process was analogous to Marx’s theory that, in order
for a class to organize itself in the service of a future goal and act col-
lectively on its own behalf, it must first become self-conscious of itself
as a class.55 As Evans described it, by substituting the agency of gender
for that of class, these groups were able to use consciousness raising to
transform the act of sharing personal experiences into a political instru-
ment. Group members’ rejection of old theories and reliance instead on
their own experiences “evolved into a kind of phenomenological ap-
proach to women’s liberation … Thus consciousness-raising became
both a method for developing theory and a strategy for building up the
new movement.”56

This group consciousness raising was important for several reasons.
It helped dispel the illusion that women had achieved equality and,
eventually, would lead women to question what equality might mean
in a culture still defined by patriarchal values. It also helped women
break out of the isolation that had kept them from recognizing their
problems as collective ones, and as Rosi Braidotti has noted, it thus en-
abled women to become “valid and trustworthy interlocutors for other
women” so that “the ‘other’ for a woman ceased to be necessarily the
other sex.”57 Moreover, the process of group consciousness raising
formed the theoretical basis of the crucial feminist concept that the
personal is political. While this concept holds that personal experience
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matters, it does not mean that everything centres on the personal. On
the contrary, it accords significance to that juncture where the person-
al and the political, the private and the public, the individual and the
collective, the particular and the universal intersect and often clash.
Although the separation of these categories is one of the defining char-
acteristics of modernity, the feminist challenge of personal politics
does not seek to collapse all distinctions between these categories but
rather considers how each set of these categories has been ideological-
ly constructed in relation to the other. By revealing the terms of such
relationships, feminism aims to make visible the character and bases of
women’s subordination and thus to make way for the reconstruction
of society’s civil and political institutions. While this objective is moti-
vated by the particular concerns of women, it is, along with other con-
temporary social movements, constitutive of what Johanna Meehan
has described as “the universalistic demand for institutional change.”58

The practical and theoretical models for political change established
within the early women’s movement would come to constitute the basis
of the feminist art practices that began to emerge in the late 1960s. The
politics of feminism enabled women not only to achieve unprecedented
participation in the art world, but also to redefine the political in rela-
tion to art and thus to make art an agent of change in the larger world.
In so doing, feminism brought a renewed relevance to the old question
of art’s relation to the praxis of everyday life. For those artists debating
the question of autonomy versus social engagement around 1970, it is
perhaps inevitable that – since intellectuals like Herbert Marcuse, Henri
Lefebvre, and Louis Althusser would have been their key points of ref-
erence at the time – they saw autonomy as art’s only viable position in
the face of the overwhelming scale of the cultural, state, and bureau-
cratic systems of ideology described by these theorists.59 The currency
of such discourse at the time would also have helped women to under-
stand how their own subordination had been produced and maintained
by ideology rather than by force, but with the feminist shift of political
focus from classes and masses to the personal as political, the possibil-
ity of a direct engagement between art and the politics of everyday life
became much more immediate and therefore less daunting. The process
by which this happened is the subject of the following chapter.
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F E M I N I S T A R T A N D F E M I N I S T P E R F O R M A N C E

The historical prejudices and prohibitions against the involvement of
women as professional artists have been well documented by feminist
art historians since the 1970s.1 Although the old structural barriers had
mostly fallen away by the twentieth century, incidents of blatant sexism
existed well into the 1960s. In 1962, for instance, British sculptor Reg
Butler could state in a public lecture: “I am quite sure that the vitality
of many female students derives from frustrated maternity, and most of
these, on finding the opportunity to settle down and produce children,
will no longer experience the passionate discontent sufficient to drive
them constantly towards the labours of creation in other ways. Can a
woman become a vital creative artist without ceasing to be a woman
except for the purposes of a census?”2

Even though such incidents became less commonplace during this
decade, the hierarchy of sexual difference continued to be manifest in
the guise of the Modernist aesthetics that dominated this period, espe-
cially through the writing of critics like Clement Greenberg and Michael
Fried. Since Modernist judgments about art were ostensibly neutral and
disinterested, they permitted the conclusion that if women artists were
less successful than their male colleagues, this was evidence of their less-
er competence as artists rather than of any prejudicial interests at work
within the judgments themselves. Carefully obscured here was the fact
that, far from being neutral, aesthetic judgments were invested in an
ideological structure that positioned woman, as Griselda Pollock has
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